
Tunø
Over the water, under the Sun

Leave your car, hop on the ferry,
enjoy the ride, find tranquility.

Go on an adventure, explore, 
learn, taste and enjoy the island.

Welcome to  
   the island without cars

Tunø is a small natural haven with great history and 
atmosphere that everyone should experience. A vibrant 
island society with a village, school and shopping.

There is nothing better than to spend some wonderful 
hours together on the island without cars - with plenty 
of opportunities to forget the humdrum of everyday life 
and slow down. Here you will find beautiful and unspoiled 
nature that encourages mindfulness and quality time. 
With a treasure map in hand children and grown-ups who 
feel young at heart can walk around the island and receive 
a nice custom-made Tunø medal as a reward.

We warmly welcome you and we are looking  
forward to sharing Tunø with you.

liselotte_borggaard
#greenandsupreme

Tunø
area

3.48 km2

Number of
residents

approx. 110

Number of
year-round houses

approx. 60

Number of
holiday cottages

approx. 130

Length × width
4 × 1.5 km

Highest point 
(Bjerget)

24 m

Perimeter
along hiking trail

8.3 km 

Number of boats in 
the harbour per year

approx. 10,000

Municipality
Odder

Distance to
Samsø
4 km

Distance to
Jutland
8 km

Sailing time to
Jutland
55 min.

Ferry passengers
per year

approx. 50,000

QUICK FACTS
ABOUT TUNØ

#tourdetunoe

P. S. On Tunø we take good care of nature.
That is why our brochures are  

naturally also 100% biodegradable.

hawk9970 
#tunoetraxa

mrs.laurawerner
#tourdetunoe

mrs.laurawerner
#icamealong

n_hommelhoff
#tunoechurch

annemettehulten
#sunset

forstadsnomade
#tunoeferry

soho80
#tunoemarina

Medical care
Emergency medical service: +45 7011 3131

In case of accident: 112

Need more information?
You can also visit Tunoeturist.dk or VisitOdder.com 

for more information and inspiration. In the Facebook 
group Tunø Tourist you will also find the latest news 

and have the opportunity to get answers to your 
questions from the locals.

Accessibility
It is possible to bring dogs, baby carriages, pushchairs, 

wheelchairs and bikes with you around the island. 
However, not all sections of the trail are open for 

wheeled use. Take extra care in places where the trail 
is close to the cliff.

Traffic
The marked hiking routes on Tunø cross both privately 

owned and public areas. Therefore, always follow 
the signs on site. From April 15 to July 15, everyone - 

including anglers - is encouraged to use the trail at the 
top of Nørreklint rather than the beach.

GOOD TO KNOW!

John Blæsbjerg

Victoria Lindhardt

John Blæsbjerg
@solveigtheexplorer

ydeyde
#coastoftunoe
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#tourdetunoe
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@liselotte_borggaard

Vegetables from Tunø
The island has been involved in open-air gardening since the 
1990s and is best known for its exceptionally good leeks. Every 
summer, the island's vegetable stalls offer new potatoes, crispy 
green asparagus, fresh carrots, peas and other fresh produce.

We do not know for sure whether this is due to the many hours 
of sunshine, the mild island climate or the high salt content of 
the seawater - but vegetables grown on Tunø just taste better.

Fun for the whole family
How do you get kids to get up early and go for a long walk? You 
send them on treasure hunt around the island of Tunø!

On the ferry all treasure hunters can take a free treasure map. 
Your mission is to solve the tasks while hiking your way along 
an 8.3 km route around the island. A beautiful custom-made 
Tunø medal for the children and grown-ups who feel young at 
heart will be waiting at the finish line.

Denmark's only church & lighthouse in one
In the middle of the village lies the small cosy church, whose  
18 metre church tower also functions as a lighthouse. From the 
top you have a fantastic panoramic view and if the weather is 
clear you will be able to see the Great Belt Bridge. The bird tow-
er near Bjerget - Tunø's highest point - is also worth a visit. The 
high hillside on the north of the island offers great views as well.

Traces of the Ice Age and the Stone Age
Tunø has been inhabited since the Stone Age and several pre-
historic finds from this time have been discovered.

The island has been nicknamed the Twin Island after the two 
hilly areas Bjerget and Møllebakken. They used to be sepa-
rated by a strait of sea in the Stone Age, but this strait is now 
covered with trees and marshland.

In the steep cliffs to the south and northwest there are clear 
moraine deposits which are remnants of the glaciers from the 
Ice Age which helped shape the hills of the island.

Tunø is nature
The beautiful and distinctive nature of Tunø is something quite 
special and therefore 90% of the island has been protected 
since 1965.

The island was previously covered by oak forest, but today has 
varied nature with everything from field flowers, wilderness 
and wild honeysuckle to different tree varieties such as fig and 
mulberry trees. They thrive in this special climate.

On the island there is rich bird life with, for example, pheasants, 
sand martins, gulls and the occasional black guillemot. In the 
winter months, however, you can also see eiders, velvet ducks, 
golden eyes and red-breasted mergansers.

While you can spot deer and hares on land, in the waters 
around Tunø you could be lucky to see seals and porpoises, 
which sometimes follow the Tunø ferry, the sailing boats,  
bathers or those walking around Tunø.

Music and art
Since 1987, the Tunø Festival Association has held the family 
friendly Tunø Festival for four days at the beginning of July - 
with lots of good music, island life and community spirit. In addi-
tion, the Tunø Art and Culture Association arranges Montmartre 
Days later the same month, where many fascinating artists  
exhibit and work on the festival grounds for three days. Here 
there is ample opportunity to refuel on both experiences and art.
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The main hiking route on Tunø is 8.3 
km and is marked with red arrows 
and dots on wooden poles. Detours 
and shortcuts are marked with 
yellow symbols. Brown poles signify 
private land, black poles municipal 
land and red poles land of the 
Danish Nature Agency.
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Tunø Røgeri 
Here you can get “The Shooting Star”, warm fish cake and 
smoked meals. Taste traditionally smoked delicacies such 
as warm smoked salmon, smoked salted almonds or 
golden smoked salt.
a tunoeroegeri.dk i +45 6080 4065

Thunø Kro
Restaurant and wine bar with cosy patio. Meals are 
prepared from scratch, giving the seat of honour to fresh 
local produce.
a thunoekro.dk z thunoekro@gmail.com
i +45 8655 3030

Mejeriet Tunø
Seaside hotel with restaurant and bar. Enjoy island 
tranquillity in newly renovated rooms with views to nature 
and the sea. The restaurant serves home-made food 
from local produce and own imports of exciting wines.
amejeriet-tunoe.dk z info@mejeriet-tunoe.dk
i +45 8655 3049

Tunø Købmandsgård
At the heart of Tunø lies Tunø Merchant’s House, the only 
convenience store. The place also serves as pharmacy 
and post office and the snug café serves coffee and 
sandwiches. You can also order picnic food or enjoy an ice 
cream or cold beverages.
z tunokobmandsgaard@gmail.com i +45 8655 3005

Stalden – Tunø Mini golf
Play mini golf or petanque, enjoy refreshing ice cream 
and home-made ice cream waffles and toasted 
sandwiches, sausages, sweets and cold and hot 
beverages. Replacement of cooler bricks.
zminigolf@mail.dk  
i +45 8655 3057 / +45 5046 8925
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Galleri Eggertart
Exciting new artists every year. In the cosy garden café, 
you can enjoy the gallery’s hand-brewed beer, delicious 
ice coffee and cake of the day.
aeggertart.com i +45 6083 0197 

Discover the island with a guide
Come on a guided tour with introduction to the island’s 
history and modern island life as well as a tractor tour 
around the island, where you will be able to see the 
church, the lighthouse and the museum. Lunch included.
z tromborgthaysen@mail.dk i +45 8655 3141

Bicycle rental
Rent bicycles for both adults and children, bicycles with 
child safety seat or bicycle trailers. Open every day from 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. from Easter until week 42. Bicycles can 
be ordered in advance from:
i +45 8655 3008 / +45 2445 8713

Tractor buses - Traxa
Explore the car-free island in the Traxa - a tractor with 
a platform lorry - on a very special trip in open or closed 
carriage. Duration: About 1.5 hours.
i +45 2925 7577 / +45 6136 9919

Tunø Marina
Good harbour facilities including toilet and shower, 
playground, crab bridge and barbecue.
a tunoehavn.odder.dk z tunoehavn@gmail.com 
i +45 2925 2179

Festival Site
Many different events and activities - like the Tunø Festival, 
Sailing School and Montmartre Days - are held here.
a tunofestival.dk  a tunoekunstkultur.dk

John Blæsbjerg
@liselotte_borggaard

John Blæsbjerg

@evalangberg @skaberi.dk

thomasdress
#supontunoe

soffisofie
#crazyabouttunoe

John Blæsbjerg
#tunoefestival

Shelter/gazebo with room for 24 people
Located right down to the beach. The place has tap 
water and composting toilet. It is wheelchair-accessible 
from the harbour.
aBook at udinaturen.dk 

Tunø Campsite
7 cabins, each with room for 4 people (1 handicap-
friendly), situated northeast of the harbour, overlooking a 
magnificent beach. Toilet building, showers, kitchen and 
wheelchair access to the harbour.
a tunoehavn.odder.dk  i +45 2925 2179

Tunø Bed & Breakfast
6 lovely double rooms with charming décor in different 
colours, shared kitchen and common room for relaxation.
a tunøbb.dk i +45 2112 0367

Degnegården Farmhouse
Old half-timbered farmhouse divided into 4 holiday 
homes with 11, 8, 6 and 4 beds respectively. All homes 
are equipped with kitchen, living room and bathroom. 
Large common terrace and garden.
adegnegaarden.dk z jc@degnegaarden.dk
i +45 2427 7392

Tunø Ferie- og Kursuscenter
Blåkærgård in the middle of Tunø is suitable for corporate 
events, family parties, holidays with friends and school 
camps. 50 beds in 15 rooms, dining room for approx. 60 
people, living room and a well-equipped kitchen.
a tunoe.dk z tunoeferiecenter@tunoe.dk
i +45 2232 6226 / +45 2426 6223

Hou - Tunø 1 hour

See here what Tunø has to offer:
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